
Theme-based Group

Tuesday morning

In our inner world we meet joy and
sadness, laughter and misery, like the
rhythm of the seasons in nature, though
at times the inner garden cycle may reveal
quite contrasting moods to the natural
cycle. In this new themed-group, relating
back to our past and exploring what is
happening in the now, we will harvest the
fruits of old experiences. Through artistic
expression, we can allow the deeply
buried pains and sorrows to come to the
surface in order to be transformed into
the blossoms of the soul.

We will share our creative journeys and
deep reflections on this theme in a safe,
supported and non-judgemental space.
Each session will include a facilitated artistic
process and time for more independent
studio practice.

24th June

An ‘in-between space’ is created by two
things, which could be two objects or
two people, a time between two events,
or an interval in music. There is no
physical matter in this space but a void,
and in this void something important
happens and develops. What are the
qualities in this non-physical space?
Warmth? Silence? Listening? Tightness?
Intensity? Could it be in-between you and
me? Or in-between today and tomorrow?
In this research workshop, experimenting
with the clay-work, we will first become
familiar with the different qualities in the
forms and spaces we create. We will then
create our own ‘in-between’ sculpture.

Painting Workshop

26th - 30th July

”

“     It is rare, if not unique to find
such a safe yet adventurous and
nourishing space. It is the thought,
care and inner preparation that

goes into the workshop that
allows this to arise.

A. S.

Clay Sculpture Workshop
with Hisako Simon

10am-4pm

the Art of Ageing

Theme-based Group
from 3rd May, 10am-12.30pm

Wednesday morning

book by 16th JuneCost: £65 (£55 conc.)

joys and pangs of living a long life

a Garden in
the Soul

with Tom Burns

Space
in between

2nd May -11th July, 9.30am-12.30pm

Cost: £240 (£210 conc.) book by 24th April Cost: £20-£10 per session (on a sliding scale)

In the autumn I gathered all my sorrows
and buried them in my garden.
And when April returned and spring
came to wed the earth, there grew in
my garden beautiful flowers unlike any
other flowers. And my neighbours came
to behold them, and they all said to
me, “When autumn comes again, at
seeding time, will you not give us of
the seeds of these flowers that we may
have them in our garden?”

Feel free to arrive from 9.45am for a hot drink.

Join us and share what it is like to be
growing old, while maintaining a young
spirit. Our intention is to develop an artistic
community where old age is valued,
where living a long life is a gift to share,
where the barriers between the young
and the old are overcome through our
imagination. We will get to know each
other through facilitated artistic activities
and conversation, in a supportive setting.
This is an ongoing, open, themed-group.
New participants are welcome any time,
although booking is recommended, due
to the limited number of places (max 12).

    Imagine is the perfect name for
me as prior to my experience at
Imagine, I could not have imagined
having anything to do with art

S. MC-D.
”

“

the May Dance
of Blossom

5th - 6th May

Painting Workshop

Fri 7-9pm, Sat 10am-6pm
with Tom Burns

book by 27th AprilCost: £85 (£75 conc.)

May-time marks a crescendo in the arising
life of spring as it unfolds through the early
blossom of trees, woods, orchards,
hedgerows, meadows and roadside verges.
What does it feel like to be surrounded by
the white blossom, scents and fresh greens
of a warm May-day, perhaps in an orchard
or next to a hawthorn hedge, or while
walking through a cow parsley strewn path?
Or to walk through a bluebell wood with
glimpses of the emerging fresh green of
hazel and beech leaf?

Can we create a dialogue between what
we behold through our senses in the light
filled wonder of May-time blossom and
our own yearning to celebrate new life,
new potential through art? This short art
workshop will explore ways to create this
dialogue with a variety of media, in a safe,
supported, non-judgemental space.

Kahlil Gibran, Sand and Foam

“The risen cream
of all the milkiness

of May-time”
H. E. Bates

the Power
of Life

book by 17th JulyCost: £240 (£210 conc.)

Many years after the last major eruption of
Mount Etna in Sicily grape vines were
discovered emerging through the thick crust
of the lava flow that had covered a vineyard
on its slopes. The power of life to re-
establish itself after cataclysmic destruction
in the natural world is a source of wonder.
Can we sense something of this life affirming
power in ourselves?

This art workshop will explore aspects of
the power of life in nature and deep within
ourselves. We will look at the vibrant,
powerful colours of high summer revealed
through flowers that originate from countries
such as Mexico and try to use their
expressive fire nature to explore the intensity
and extensity of our own, personal power
of life. We will do this through a variety of
mediums (including some creative writing)
in an accessible and playful way.

The above quotation from Paul Tillich is
taken from “The Art of Being Human”, by
Deborah Ravetz, which has provided some
of the motivation for offering this workshop.

“Power is the drive of everything
living to realise itself with
increasing intensity and extensity”
Paul Tillich

Wed 2-6pm
Thurs/Fri/Sat 9.30am-6pm
Sun 9.30am-1pm


